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EthicsEthicsEthics

MORALS

Takes priority over business

CUSTOMER PROFIT

Takes priority over theories

A BETTER WAY

Takes  priority over old habits
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DNADNADNA

THOROUGH

In our line of work, laziness equals mistakes.
Which in turn, equals losses. 

METHODICAL

Re-invention sounds great, but what you
really need is a constant stable process that
NEVER FAILS!

EFFICIENT

What you need, you need fast. To facilitate
that is character, rather than a skill.
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WHATWHATWHAT
I DO

OUTSOURCE 

PROCUREMENT

Whatever it is, wherever it is based -
we will track, negotiate and get to you
safely.

AGENT & LOCAL ENTITY

REPRESENTATION

Coming into Israel and need to learn the
ropes? I'm here to bridge the gap.

FREIGHT FORWARDING AND

CUSTOMS CLEARANCE

Anywhere to anywיere. Just as it should be done. 

SHIPPING  FAT  'CUTTIN

You solved your shipping needs, and
pay X. You will pay X-y%.  
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ALEX TOPOR.

33.
Over 12/y of experience.
I like things to work a certain way.
As more often than not - they should.
Everlasting strive for improvement.
Here to leave a mark.

TOPOR CONSULTING

Professional.
Attentive. 
Dedicated. 
Client oriented.
Unique.
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2012-2013 
Gas excavation by Israel's coast
500K (USD) daily opp. costs
Whole dock rent for beach supplies only
24/7 OPS
150+ staff on board
"Rig down" protocols. 
Over 100K unique items. specified. imported. taxed.
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Have you ever shipped, a

SPACESHIP to Australia?

Airobotics 

Branching to : Isr. US. AU. Chile, New Caledonia

Smart cities project - Singapore

Top regulations department in the world 

First to fly over urban residential areas

4/y - Over 135M (USD) investments 
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MARTY KNOWLES

"Working with Alex was an
absolute delight! things happen as
fast as they can be, and for us  that
meant serious money!"

Drilling Supervisor &
Project Management

at Sikom

SVP Finance and
Operations at

Airobotics

YISHAY CURELARU

"Working in a startup environment
means high stakes poker! a mistake
can be devastating to your whole
process. Alex was my "no mistakes
guy"

VP Global Operations
at Fieldin

MATAN YEMINI

"When I met Alex, I was suspicious at
first, but shortly after we started our
relationship I got his phrase - Just as it
should be done. Well done my friend!"

http://www.sikomsupplies.com/2012/05/oil-and-gas-professionals.html
http://www.sikomsupplies.com/
https://www.airoboticsdrones.com/
https://www.fieldin.com/
https://www.fieldin.com/


CUCUCU
When you find yourself in need. 
Don't hesitate to call. 
The entire world - is just a click away.
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http://www.toporconsultingservices.com/

